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Parsons
Nevins has expanded their Classic Parsons table with 
the introduction of the adjustable height feature.

The flexibility of the Classic Adjustable Height Parsons 
table accommodates the changing work styles and is 
able to transform a workspace to fit any desired need.

Size Options:

Depth: 24”- 42”

Length: 60”-96”

Height Range: 29”-42”*

Surface material:
Laminate, Veneer &
KrystalCast®

*The height range varies
with top selection 32



Pax
Pax is a versatile adjustable height table collection offered in 
Nevins dining and training lines.

The Pax Collection is offered in electric, pneumatic, hand crank 
or ratchet height adjustment and multiple top options to create 
the ultimate solution for all adjustable needs. The sophisticated 
engineering allows for effortless movement of the table top to 
smoothly transition from sit to stand.

Height Range:

21”-47”*

Mechanisms:
Ratchet, Electric, 

Hand Crank &

Pneumatic, 

*The height range varies 
  with top selection
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Raise
The Raise adjustable height training table is available with a 
single or dual column base. This table changes the workplace 
with healthy flexibility and clean design. Raise is available as 
a fixed height, pneumatic or ratchet height adjustment. With 
fluid adjustability available at your fingertips, the user can 
move from sitting to healthy standing with ease.

Max Size Options:

Single Column:

30”Depth x 42”Length*

Double Column:

30”Depth x 72”Length*

Height Range:

27.17” to 46.86”*

*The height range and
top selections vary
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Treadmill Station
Movement is a necessity of life, with that in mind Nevins 
introduces the treadmill station. The treadmill station can be 
placed in an enclosed environment for private use or in open 
areas for collaborative use. Nevins treadmill station offers a step 
counting feature that conveniently stores your data on an online 
profile. Have to step off? No worry, with the IntelliguardTM feature 
the belt will stop after 20 sec without a user. Step on Nevins 
treadmill station and walk your way to a healthier lifestyle.

Table Top:
Width: 46.75” 

Depth: 38”/48" 

Height Range: 40.25”-53”

Treadmill:
Length 70.5” Width 29”

*6 hrs daily use.
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Elite Vega
Nevins Elite Adjustable Height conference table is 
an adaptable table that enhances collaboration and 
conversation with its superior performance and elegant 
design . The sleek metal base can be paired with a laminate, 
veneer, glass or KrystalCast® surface to complement and 
enhance your surroundings. Whether you are running in for 
a brief standing meeting or sitting in for a long meeting, this 
table will meet any workspace needs.

Nevins Vega Adjustable Height conference table is a power 
filled table that elevates effortlessly. The clean design of 
this panel base, available in laminate or veneer and a top 
selection of laminate, veneer, glass and KrystalCast® allows 
for a unique and elegant table for multiple workspaces. 
Whether it is placed in a formal conference space or casual 
open collaborative space, the Vega table is a sure fit.

Details:
Max size: 48”x 96”

Height range: 24”- 49”

Top Shapes:
Rectangle, Racetrack, 

Bowed & Boatshape

*The height range varies
with top selection

Details:
Max size: 60”x 120”

Height range: 29”- 42”*

Top Shapes:
Rectangle, Racetrack, 

Bowed & Boatshape

*The height range varies
with  top selection

1110
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